Corporate Communications
External Information Services

28 August 2015
Reference: F0002423

Dear XXXX
I am writing in respect of your recent request of 31 July 2015 for the release of information
held by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA).
Your request:
I would like to receive information about the number of 'ice falls' reported to the CAA.
In particular, I would like to receive:
.

Figures showing the number of ice falls reported for each of the last five years,
namely 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 so far.

.

For each ice fall incident report I would like as much information as possible,
including the time, location, damage to property, injuries to persons, and a
description of the ice (including its approximate mass, colour and any odour).

Our response:
Having considered your request in line with the provisions of the Freedom of Information
Act 2000 (FOIA), we are able to provide the information below.
Incident reports are provided to the CAA under the terms of the Mandatory Occurrence
Reporting (MOR) scheme, as described under Article 226 of the Air Navigation Order 2009
(ANO). Each report made is reviewed and, where appropriate, further investigation carried
out and action taken.
‘
We have carried out a search of the CAA database for any report which includes any
reference to falling ice, regardless of location, nationality or operation of aircraft for the
period 1 January 2011 to all processed reports as at 4 August 2015 and provided an excel
summary of those reports.
We have not included identifying information in these summary reports, such as the
reporter, the operator of the aircraft, and exact location/address details (where the location
includes a postcode, we have included the first half of the postcode only as some
postcodes relate to individual properties). This information is exempt from disclosure under
Section 44(1)(a) of the FOIA.
Civil Aviation Authority
Aviation House Gatwick Airport South Gatwick RH6 0YR. www.caa.co.uk
Telephone: 01293 768512. foi.requests@caa.co.uk
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Section 44(1)(a) provides that information is exempt information if its disclosure is
prohibited by, or under, any enactment. Under Section 23 of the Civil Aviation Act 1982,
information which relates to a particular person (which includes a company or organisation)
and has been supplied to the CAA pursuant to an Air Navigation Order is prohibited from
disclosure (a copy of this exemption can be found below).
For more information about the Mandatory Occurrence Reporting scheme, please refer to
CAP382 which can be found at: www.caa.co.uk/cap382.
If you are not satisfied with how we have dealt with your request in the first instance you
should approach the CAA in writing at:Caroline Chalk
Head of External Information Services
Civil Aviation Authority
Aviation House
Gatwick Airport South
Gatwick
RH6 0YR
caroline.chalk@caa.co.uk

The CAA has a formal internal review process for dealing with appeals or complaints in
connection with Freedom of Information requests. The key steps in this process are set in
the attachment.
Should you remain dissatisfied with the outcome you have a right under Section 50 of the
FOIA to appeal against the decision by contacting the Information Commissioner at:Information Commissioner’s Office
FOI/EIR Complaints Resolution
Wycliffe House
Water Lane
Wilmslow
SK9 5AF
www.ico.gov.uk/complaints.aspx
If you wish to request further information from the CAA, please use the form on the CAA
website at http://www.caa.co.uk/application.aspx?catid=286&pagetype=65&appid=24.
Yours sincerely

Mark Stevens
External Response Manager
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CAA INTERNAL REVIEW & COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE


The original case to which the appeal or complaint relates is identified and the case
file is made available;



The appeal or complaint is allocated to an Appeal Manager, the appeal is
acknowledged and the details of the Appeal Manager are provided to the applicant;



The Appeal Manager reviews the case to understand the nature of the appeal or
complaint, reviews the actions and decisions taken in connection with the original
case and takes account of any new information that may have been received. This
will typically require contact with those persons involved in the original case and
consultation with the CAA Legal Department;



The Appeal Manager concludes the review and, after consultation with those involved
with the case, and with the CAA Legal Department, agrees on the course of action to
be taken;



The Appeal Manager prepares the necessary response and collates any information
to be provided to the applicant;



The response and any necessary information is sent to the applicant, together with
information about further rights of appeal to the Information Commissioners Office,
including full contact details.

File number

UTC date

UTC time

Location Information

Location name

201100543

18/01/2011

18:40

WF7

Ackworth (West Yorkshire) Falling Object: Icefall. Lump of clear
odourless ice crashed through house roof
leaving hole approx 3ft in diameter- 2ft
lump of ice found in loft. No reported
injuries.

201100613

20/01/2011

10:40

201101463

12/02/2011

16:30

RM6

Headline

Narrative text
CAA Closure: One a/c identified as being in the vicinity.Operator
contacted, but no response forthcoming.

Aberdeen (ADN)

On inspection ice accumulation found in area of potable water panel.
On landing it was noticed by ATC that
Water seen dripping from panel. Potable water drain handle restowed
something had fallen from a/c onto the
and dripping ceased.
runway. Following a/c instructed to goaround. Object confirmed as a piece of ice.

Chadwell Heath (Essex)

Falling Object: Icefall. 'Football' sized lump
of brown ice impacted roof of residential
property. Roof holed and tiles found on
landing. No injuries reported.

CAA Closure: Eleven a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
nine different operators, all of which have checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident.

201102005

27/02/2011

07:00

GU22

Kingfield, Woking (Surrey)

Falling Object: Icefall. Lump of ice struck
and damaged house roof. Tiles dislodged,
joist damaged and 'tennis ball' size
odourless ice with yellowish streaks found.

201102962

23/03/2011

15:00

OX17

Wardington (Oxfordshire)

Falling Object: Icefall. 'Football sized' lump
of ice with reddish streaks found in
residential garden. Minor damage to fence.
No reported injuries. No accurate time
recorded.

201103204

28/03/2011

NE23

Cramlington
(Northumberland)

Falling object: White ice "with small flecks
of silver/grey paint", approximately 40cm x
10cm x 2cm, found on industrial company's
land.

CAA Closure: Seven a/c identified in the vicinity, belonging to five
operators, four of which have checked their a/c's technical records and
advised that no faults were evident on the date in question. One
operator confirmed that there was a leak from the water service panel.
The operatorstated that corrective action has been carried out and
that the defect has been rectified. Whilst one a/c has been identified
as having had a defect that could have resultedin an icefall, there is no
conclusive evidence that the icefall definitely came from this a/c.

201103697

11/04/2011

10:20

BS34

Stoke Gifford
(Gloucestershire

Falling object: Icefall. Lump of clear
odourless ice struck and damaged
conservatory roof. Ice shattered on
impact.No reported injuries.

201103891

15/04/2011

09:15

LN8

Market Rasen (Lincolnshire) Falling Object: Icefall. 'Football' sized lump
of clear odourless ice impacted ground a
short distance from reporter. No reported
damage or injuries.

201104371

28/04/2011

08:00

TQ13

Devon

Falling Object: Icefall. Lump of clear
odourless ice impacted roof of residential
house and shattered into 'fist-sized' pieces.
No reported damage or injuries and no
accurate time recorded.

CAA Closure: Three a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
different operators, all of which have checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident.

CAA Closure: One a/c identified in the vicinity. Operator confirmed that
there was a leak below one of the lavatories. They were unable to
confirm if the leak became external. The operator stated that
corrective action had been carried out and confirmed that the defect
has been rectified. Whilst one a/c has been identified as having had a
defect that could have resulted in an icefall, there is no conclusive
evidence that the icefall definitely came from this a/c.

201104600

20/04/2011

18:45

DE11

Church Gresley,
Swadlincote (D

Falling Object: Icefall. Lump of clear
odourless ice impacted roof of residential
house damaging ridge tiles. 'Forearm-sized'
chunks of ice found in garden. No reported
injuries.

201104958

06/05/2011

20:00

WF8

Kirk Smeaton, Pontefract
(Nort

Falling Object: Icefall. 'Small football sized'
lump of clear odourless ice fell into private
garden and damaged bird bath approx 5ft
from resident. No reported injuries or
accurate time recorded.

201105121

10/05/2011

RM1

Romford

Falling Object. Suspected icefall.
Windscreen of parked car found shattered
and small piece of ice evident. Car bonnet
was covered in a reddish coloured liquid.
No injuries or accurate time reported.

CAA Closure: Four a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
different operators, all of which have checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident.

A neighbour had also noted some ice on the road.

201105434

16/05/2011

22:00

SW6

Fulham, London (Greater
London

Falling object: Icefall. Lump of clear
CAA Closure: No further action taken due to elapsed time.
odourless ice crashed through house roof
and bedroom ceiling damaging wardrobe
beneath. Ice shattered into several
'football' sized pieces. No reported injuries.

201106993

22/06/2011

23:00

BS35

Thornbury (Avon)

Falling object: Icefall. Lump of clear
odourless ice crashed through garage roof.
Large 1sq m hole in roof with 2-3ice
chunks beneath on garage floor. No
accurate time and no reported injuries.

201108943

30/07/2011

16:15

B16

Edgbaston

Car struck by a large icefall while
manoeuvring in a car park. Car roof
damaged.

CAA Closure: Two a/c identified as being in the vicinity,belonging to
different operators, both of which have checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident.

201109887

20/08/2011

16:20

GU24

Bisley (Surrey)

Falling Object: Icefall. Lump of
clear/odourless ice fellonto flat roof of
residential property. Roof
'bowed'/expanded. Impact heard and
numerous large pieces of ice retrieved. No
reported injuries.

CAA Closure: Five a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
different operators, all of which have checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident.

201109991

16/03/2011

07:40

RM11

Hornchurch (Essex)

CAA Closure: Five a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
Falling Object: Icefall. Lump of
clear/odourless ice (estimated size 2-3ft in two operators, both of which have checked their records and
confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have contributed to
diameter) struck and damaged garden
this incident.
pagoda. Garden found littered with ice
fragments. No reported injuries.

201111217

19/09/2011

11:18

CM15

Brentwood

Three pieces of ice fell onto a golf course
covering an area approximately 4 square
metres. No damage.

CAA Closure: Eight a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
six different operators, five of which have checked their records and
confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have contributed to
this incident. Theremaining operator has been written to, with no
response forthcoming.

201112255

06/10/2011

16:45

201114745

17/11/2011

16:35

201114899

05/12/2011

11:47

Kew Gardens (Surrey)

Icefall witnessed by five people in Kew
gardens. No injuries or damage caused.

Plumstead Road

Norwich

Icefall. Piece of ice, approximately size 18"
x 12" x 5",fell into road.

SE14

Lewisham

Icefall: Broken roof tiles and damaged felt
lining. Numerous pieces of ice. Sound of
impact witnessed by house occupants.
Damage subsequently found.

Numerous pieces were seen to fall. No accurate time of event
recorded.

CAA Closure: Eleven a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
five different operators, four of which have checked their a/c's
technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that
could have contributed to this incident. The remaining operator has
been written to,with no response forthcoming.

201115383

12/12/2011

14:45

LE18

Leicester

No damage reported.
Icefall: Reporter heard impact and upon
investigation found numerous pieces of ice CAA Closure: One a/c identified as being in the vicinity. The operator
shattered on the ground.
has checked the a/c's technical records and confirmed that no faults
were apparent that could have contributed to this incident.

201200011

02/01/2012

15:55

SW14

Mortlake

Falling Object: Icefall. Lump of 'football'
sized, yellowstained ice, struck and
damaged a garden fence.

CAA Closure: Eight a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
seven different operators, all of which have checked their a/c's
technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that
could have contributed to this incident.

201201195

05/02/2012

22:30

SY12

Shropshire

Icefall: Damage to roof of house.

Reporter heard a crash and found lumps of ice outside. Four roof tiles
smashed and hole in roof of house.

201201865

17/02/2012

22:55

SK14

Godley (Cheshire)

Icefall: Impact heard by numerous
residents in the street. Serious damage to
parked and unoccupied car
subsequentlydiscovered.

CAA Closure: Two a/c identified as being in the vicinity,belonging to
different operators, both of which have checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident.

201201972

24/02/2012

20:10

HA1

Harrow

Icefall. Private car damaged.

CAA Closure: No further CAA action.

201203059

25/03/2012

10:00

WD19

Watford

Icefall. Large block of ice fell into a private CAA Closure: No further CAA action.
garden.

201204191

16/04/2012

06:30

NE25

Tyne & Wear, Newcastle

Icefall: On residential property.

A large section of ice fell onto the roof of property andshattered on the
driveway.
CAA Closure: One a/c identified as being in the vicinity. The operator
has checked the a/c's technical records and confirmed that no faults
were apparent that could have contributed to this incident.

201204462

16/04/2012

08:45

SW14

East Sheen, London

Icefall - Ice found in garden approximately CAA Closure: Ten a/c identified as being in the vicinity,belonging to
football sized. Damage to roof of house.
seven different operators, all of which havechecked their a/c's
technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that
could have contributed to this incident.

201205296

18/05/2012

08:25

BR6

Orpington (Kent)

Icefall - smashed onto road.

One piece measuring approximately 1ft after crashing and other
pebble sized pieces scattered around. Witnessed by several people in
cars.

201206000

01/06/2012

08:00

TN18

Hawkhurst

Ice size of football landed in driveway
shattering a window.

CAA Closure: Six a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
four different operators, all of which have checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident.

201206200

05/06/2012

07:15

DT1

Dorchester (Dorset)

Icefall - Garage roof damaged. Hole
measuring roughly 18in.

CAA Closure: Two a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
different operators, both of which have checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident.

201206237

07/06/2012

15:40

LL11

Wrexham (Clwyd)

Icefall: Lump of football sized ice fell on
roof of house and broke several roof tiles
and an exterior extractor fitting.

CAA Closure: Three a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
different operators, one of which has checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident. The remaining operators have been
written to, with no responses forthcoming.

201208599

11/07/2012

201208897

201209210

14:00

CH1

Chester

Ice fall: Lump of ice approximately 3in
diameter fell into front garden.

29/07/2012

BS16

Bristol

Icefall: Discovered in private residence
garden.

02/07/2012

KT4

Worcester Park (Surrey)

Roof and ceiling damaged by falling ice.

CAA Closure: Four a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
three different operators, all of which have checked their a/c's
technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that
could have contributed to this incident.

201209907

21/08/2012

11:45

DE6

Hulland Ward (Derbyshire) Icefall: A house was struck by single large
piece of ice, causing damage to a roof
ridge tile. The ice broke on impact into
approximately 9-10 tennis ball sized pieces.

201210966

06/09/2012

20:45

HD1

Huddersfield

Icefall: Loud bang heard on the roof of
house and fragments of ice found. No
damage caused.

201211213

14/09/2012

10:42

RG40

Berkshire, RG40, 1QZ

Icefall on private garden. No damage or
injuries caused.

CAA Closure: One a/c identified in the vicinity. Operator confirmed that
there was a fault with the drain fill valve that was discovered on 24
Aug 2012 following reports of a water leak around the service panel,
after an initial inspection on 23 Aug 2012 had found no faults. The
operator stated that corrective action has been carried out and
confirmed that the defect has been rectified. Whilst one a/c has been
identified as having had a defect that could have resulted in an icefall,
there is no conclusive evidence that the icefall definitely came from
this a/c as the fault was discovered and rectified three days after the
reported event (and no faults were evident when the a/c was checked
two days after the reported event).

The ice impacted a lawn and shattered into numerous pieces.

201214990

12/12/2012

11:15

HP3

Bovingdon, Hemel
Hempstead

Ice fall: Ice block went through roof tiles
and felting of house

CAA Closure: Six a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
two different operators, both of which have checked their a/c's
technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that
could have contributed to this incident.

201300998

26/01/2013

10:04

E15

Stratford

Lump of ice crashed through the roof and
into the first floor bathroom.

CAA Closure: Eight a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
different operators, six of which have checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident. The remaining operators have been
written to, with no responses forthcoming.

201301155

01/02/2013

09:46

PO8

Waterlooville

Icefall: Piece of ice approximately the size
of a bowling ball crashed through the roof
of the conservatory.

CAA Closure: The recorded radar data was reviewed and was unable
to identify any a/c which would have been in the air for sufficient time
to develop ice on the exterior of the a/c. The data was viewed
between the reported times, 09:41 to 09:51 UTC, covering an area of
10nm centred on the reporter's location.

201301215

23/01/2013

10:45

B656

Hitching Hill

Icefall: Piece of ice hit car whilst being
driven, approx size 12inch x 6inch x 6inch.
No damage to car or occupants.

201301749

09/02/2013

08:30

SW14

East Sheen

Icefall: Large block of ice fell onto house,
damaged the tiles and made a hole in the
roof.

CAA Closure: Twelve a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging
to nine different operators, seven of which have checked their a/c's
technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that
could have contributed to this incident. The remaining operators have
been written to, with no responses forthcoming.

201301752

15/02/2013

14:25

SW6

Eel Brook Common

Icefall: Large block of clear odourless ice
landed on school playing field. Children
present on field. One received minor
injuries.

CAA Closure: Fifteen a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
eight different operators, seven of which have checked their a/c's
technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that
could have contributed to this incident. The remaining operator has
been written to, with no response forthcoming.

201302010

24/02/2013

16:15

EH54

Livingston

Icefall: Damage to roof due to a large
piece of falling ice.

CAA Closure: Five a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
different operators, four of which have checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident. The remaining operator has been written
to, with no response forthcoming.

201302031

25/02/2013

08:40

BS16

Downend, Bristol

Icefall: Ice fell through trees and impacted CAA Closure: Three aircraft identified as being in the vicinity,
the ground causing a 4-6in indentation.
belonging to different operators, all of which have checked their
aircraft's technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent
that could have contributed to this incident.

201302060

25/02/2013

01:02

DE56

Belper, Derbyshire

Icefall: Large block of ice fell onto roof
damaging roof tiles.

Described as the same size as a child's football.
CAA Closure: One a/c identified in the vicinity. Operator confirmed that
there was a leak from the toilet waste system. The operator stated
that corrective action had been carried out and confirmed that the
defect has been rectified. Whilst one a/c has been identified as having
had a defect that could have resulted in an icefall, there is no
conclusive evidence that the icefall definitely came from this a/c.

201302100

23/02/2013

201302270

02/03/2013

201302662

13/03/2013

LS10

Leeds

Icefall: Substantial damage found to
commercial garage roof when opening up
after the weekend. A small amount of clear
ice remained on the ground.

07:00

WV6

Pattingham,
Wolverhampton, Staffs

Icefall: Large hole in roof of caravan.
Damage to bathroom area and large hole
in floor. No injuries caused.

Large piece of ice measuring 18in in diameter fell through caravan
roof. Yellow in colour.
CAA Closure: One a/c identified as being in the vicinity. The operator
has checked the a/c's technical records and confirmed that no faults
were apparent that could have contributed to this incident.

17:15

RH4

Westcott, Dorking, Surrey

Icefall: Ice fell through perspex roof of
conservatory. Brown (rust) and white in
colour with a mild odour of cheese. No
injuries.

CAA Closure: Ten a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
eight different operators, six of which have checked their a/c's
technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that
could have contributed to this incident. The remaining operators have
been written to, with no responses forthcoming.

201303261

28/03/2013

201304231

22/04/2013

201304971

02/05/2013

08:55

22:00

S71

Barnsley

Icefall: Dented the top of car door.
Shattered into many pieces. Light brown
colour (smelt of toilet waste).

CM13

Stonyhills Farm, Great
Warley, Brentwood

Icefall: Large piece of ice weighing approx
10kg fell into a field leaving a hole approx
175mm deep. White in colour with no
smell. No damage reported.

IG10

Albion Park, Loughton

Icefall: Large piece of ice approx 1-2ft in
diameter fell into garden damaging an
ornamental tree.

CAA Closure: Three a/c identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to
different operators, all of which have checked their a/c's technical
records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident.

CAA Closure: Three aircraft identified as being in the vicinity,
belonging to different operators, two of which have checked their
aircraft's technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent
that could have contributed to this incident. The remaining operator
has been written to, with no response forthcoming.

201305016

07/05/2013

10:45

KT13

Weybridge

Icefall: Clear block of ice fell on parked car Piece of ice the size of a football fell onto a car parked in a car park.
damaging windscreen and surrounding
CAA Closure: Ten aircraft identified as being in the vicinity, belonging
panels on another car.
to five different operators, all of which have checked their aircraft's
technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that
could have contributed to this incident.

201307232

10/04/2013

14:30

KA10

Troon

Icefall: Ice fall onto porch roof causing a
hole which resulted in leak. Dimensions of
ice 5in x 4in round, orange at one end and
white at the other.

201307948

04/07/2013

En route

Ice shedding with airframe impact and
damage.

Towards top of climb, a series of jolts/thumps were heard and felt
through the airframe by both pilots and were also reported by cabin
crew and passengers. All indications were normal. Cabin problems with
loss of potable water and previous evidence of a water leak during
turnaround led the flight crew to suspect ice shedding from drain and
impacting the aircraft. Maintrol were consulted for advice and
guidance and the flight was continued with caution. Engineers
inspection on arrival found damage to the airframe.
CAA Closure: The aircraft arrived at destination with no defects.
However, the Maintrol diary referred to a water leak from below L2
toilet drain hole shortly after arrival. The toilets were checked and
drain valves closed and it was noted that there was leaking for approx
20mins with no tank level decrease and suspected over full. The
aircraft departed and approx 40mins into the return flight an HF patch
message from the crew recorded that 'half water contents lost'. A
f th 40 i i t th fli ht
th
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201308986

01/07/2013

18:00

201309384

28/07/2013

19:02

201310793

22/08/2013

08:30

AL10

BN25

Hatfield

Icefall: Large chunk of ice landed in playing CAA Closure: Three aircraft identified as being in the vicinity,
field (approx 20-30cm).
belonging to different operators, all of which have checked their
aircraft's technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent
that could have contributed to this incident.

LSGG (GVA):
Geneve/Cointrin

PAN declared and aircraft diverted due to
P1 and P2 airspeed disagree.

Seaford

Icefall: Suspected icefall or falling object
caused impact damage to roof of house.

P2 noted erratic airspeed fluctuations on his PFD. On occasions the
IAS display went blank. As soon as control was handed over both AP
and ATHR failed and could not be re-engaged. The aircraft was in
alternate law. QRH unreliable airspeed was actioned. P2 ASI appeared
to return to normal however the P2 air data was switched to ADR 3
and ADR 2 switched off in accordance with the checklist as a
precaution. Due to weather at destination a decision was made to
divert under a PAN. During the attempted autopilot re-engagement it
was noted that AP1 would not re-engage at all and AP2 would only
latch on for half a second before disconnecting. During the approach
large chunks of ice were observed detaching from the radome. No ice
observed on the probe.
CAA Closure:
Temporary adverse effects of icing conditions on pitot probes is the
most likely cause for this unreliable airspeed event. The Pitot icing
issue is on-going with the Airworthiness authorities. It is expected that
changes to European regulations concerning icing criteria will be
finalised in 2014. A new Pitot design conforming to the new standard
is expected to become for the manufacturer in 2016 SIL 34-084
A loud bang on the roof was heard and on inspection, a 20cm hole
was found where an object had gone through the tiles and through
the roofing felt inside.
CAA Closure:
Due to an oversight, no investigation was initiated. Closed due to
elapsed time.

201311782

07/09/2013

09:55

Goldsworth Park, Woking

Woking

Icefall: White block of ice fell to the floor in Approx size 30x30x30cm.
front of pedestrian and child. No damage
caused.

201312826

07/10/2013

10:30

CP83

Caerphilly

Icefall: A lump of brown, coffee scented
ice, impacted and caused damage to step
of patio door.

201312993

27/09/2013

09:30

W13

London

Icefall: Lump of ice found in garden
measuring 15in x 15in. No damage or
injuries caused.

201313294

17/10/2013

07:55

KT24

Effingham

Icefall: Large block of ice impacted house
and caused damage to roof and tiles.

CAA Closure:
Investigations identified seven aircraft which were in an area of up to
5Nm radius centred on the reported location and within the reported
times. Four aircraft discounted due to being departures. No additional
information available.

201314599

12/11/2013

08:15

NW2

Golders Green

Icefall Report: Ice fell through roof of
house and through the ceiling of child's
bedroom. Damage to roof and bedroom
ceiling. No injuries.

CAA Closure: Five aircraft identified as being in the vicinity, belonging
to different operators, all of which have checked their aircraft's
technical records and confirmed that no faults were apparent that
could have contributed to this incident.

201315376

25/11/2013

09:09

SW15

Richmond

Icefall: A large piece of ice approx
30x40x30cm fell from the sky and smashed
onto the road. No damage or injuries were
caused.

201315615

19/11/2013

10:15

Fox Holes Roundabout to
Rushgreen Roundabout

A414 Hertford

Icefall: Car windscreen damaged by falling Contained some brown debris.
CAA Closure:
ice.
Two aircraft identified as being in the vicinity, belonging to different
operators, both of which have checked their aircraft's technical records
and confirmed that no faults were apparent that could have
contributed to this incident.

201400458

03/01/2014

14:30

RM12

Hornchurch

Icefall: Large football sized piece of ice
impacted and damaged roof and interior
ceiling.

201400987

20/01/2014

11:09

London SW11

Rush Hill Road, Golders
Green

Icefall Report: Large bang heard on roof
and found roof light damaged with small
pieces of ice shattered everywhere.

201402377

26/02/2014

12:00

TW3

Hounslow

Icefall: A large block of ice approximately
the size of two footballs fell onto a school
field. Students were nearby, no injuries
reported.

201402486

01/03/2014

08:50

TW3

Hounslow, Middlesex

Icefall: Ice fell onto house roof breaking
some roof tiles. White in colour.

201403549

23/03/2014

19:25

RH6

Smallfield

Icefall: Large bang heard. Investigation
found two large pieces of ice.

No damage caused.

201407148

20/05/2014

09:20

RH5

Dorking

Icefall: A large piece of ice (26in x 14in x
3in) was seen to impact the ground. No
damage or injuries were caused.

201408424

19/06/2014

09:30

SW13

Barnes

Icefall: A large thud was heard and 15-20
pieces of white ice were seen scattered on
the ground. No damage or injuries
occurred as a result of the icefall.

201409762

19/07/2014

21:30

SA11

Cimla, Neath

Icefall: Large dent found in grass with
melting ice approx 18x12 inches. Damage
to garden lawn.

Walking across my lawn when experienced a very loud bang. On
looking around saw a large scattering of Ice, 15 yards from where
standing.

Reporter heard loud thud outside house but initial investigation found
nothing. On further investigation 00:10am, large dent found in grass
with melting ice, reddish/pinkish in colour. No injuries.

201409987

23/07/2014

15:37

CV47

Bishops Itchington

Icefall: Car badly damaged by large chunks
of falling ice which impacted and dented
the side frame as well as cracking the wing
mirror and windscreen.

201411841

20/08/2014

08:16

E2

London

Icefall: Car damaged by falling ice.

201415617

06/11/2014

07:24

KT12

Claygate, Surrey

Icefall: Large piece of ice fell from sky and One larger piece contained yellow and brown discolouration. No smell
landed in a field shattering on impact.
noticed.

201417749

19/12/2014

19:10

201501249

01/02/2015

23:45

201501283

26/01/2015

07:20

RW26L

EGKK (LGW):
London/Gatwick

Icefall: ice blocks found on taxiway
centreline.

Whilst driving along Taxiway observed approx ten items on the
centreline abeam stand. When I got close enough the items were
identified as blocks of ice one measuring approx 19" by 14" the
remainder were approx 6" in size. I contacted tower controller to
advise that I had closed Taxiway until the ice was cleared and to hold
the aircraft currently coming down taxiiway towards the ice and hold
off the three other flights following. I called out the support team who
cleared the ice and we reopened the taxiway. The incident had the
potential for the aircraft to hit the ice block on the centreline.

EGKK (LGW):
London/Gatwick

Small pieces of ice found in 26L touchdown
zone after a/c had landed with frozen
undercarriage. Ice found on stand here a/c
had parked.

Small pieces of mainly round ice lumps were found in the runway
touchdown zone and taxiway entries.Overall there were approx. 25
pieces approx. 50mm x 20mm. These were found during the multi
vehicle inspection of the runway. A call was received by the Airfield
Ops desk from ramp staff to advise that the aircraft had arrived on
Stand with frozen undercarriage ice present on both main
undercarriage wheels. Quite large deposits of chunks of ice were found
on stand.

Kenilworth

Icefall: Car windscreen struck by an object Whilst travelling along the Rd, the reporters’ daughters’ car was struck
thought to be ice.
by what she thought was a large piece of ice.

201503049

10/03/2015

08:50

201508582

01/05/2015

09:10

201508721

23/05/2015

11:00

En route

Loss of comms due to damaged radio
antenna. Damage caused by ice from
potable water leak.

GU22

Woking, Surrey

Icefall: Ice fell onto roof of church and
then onto the car park. Damage to lead
roof of church.

RM11

Hornchurch, Essex

Icefall: Balloon shaped observed falling
from the sky. Identified as blue ice. No
damage.

Working London 118.825 being vectored for RWY 27, we were put on
a heading and handed over to Radar. We called without response, so
returned to 118.825 who requested that we continue on the assigned
heading to establish localiser. We were reluctant to continue into busy
airspace with a comms problem, so requested to return to hold while
we investigated. This was approved and SEL/Nav were reselected and
the hold re entered to be flown on the FMS. We were asked us to try
again on 128.025. Again this was unsuccessful, but a message was
relayed via another aircraft and we confirmed our intentions to hold
for a short period to diagnose the problem and review our options. We
actioned the MCL for a comms box failure, which didn't work, but we
established that we could get contact using comms box 2. We asked
to remain in the hold while we reviewed the situation and briefed for a
comms failure on approach. As part of the review, we managed to
contact Handling Agents on box 1 (although the signal was very weak)
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